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INTRODUCTION

Our conceptions of Hadronic Physics have been changing

drastically in the past two decades. The patterns discernible in

elementary particles such as nonets of mesons and octets and

decuplets of baryons led to SU(3) and then the original three

flavor fractionally charged quark model. The statistics problem

(in the quark model), the ratio

o(e e" •*• hadrons)

o(e e ) •> u V

and the decay rate ir <->• 2y led to the three colors of quarks.

The most ambitious step was the development of quantum

chromodynamics. This depended on utilizing non-abelian gauge

theory and its associated asymptotic freedom and an octet of

colored vector massless gluons which supposedly carry the strong

color force and interact with each other as well as with the color

charge of quarks. In QCD the color force interacts strongly and

is the only strong force. The E.M. and Weak forces interact with

the quark flavor and are unaware of the color interaction. Color

is generally assumed to be absolutely confined so that only color
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singlets exist as isolated particles. Thus single quarks which

necessarily have a particular color, and single gluons are perma-

nently confined. In the Pati-Salam version of QCD color can be

free as well as confined and also integrally charged quarks as

well as gluons can be free. '

In the standard quark model the lowest lying particle states

are characterized as follows: mesons qq, baryons qqq.

Those are the minimal quark configurations required to con-

struct mesons and baryons. However we also expect from the MIT

bag, other models, and general considerations that multiquark

states or what I will refer to as quark molecules exist.

Quark Molecules or Multiquark States)

qqqq mesons

qqqqqq mesons j

qqqqq baryons ,'

They are called exotic if the quantum numbers differ from

those obtainable in qq mesons. They/are called crypto-exotic if

the quantum numbers are the same as obtainable for qq mesons.

I
Glueballs i

A most characteristic feature of the non-abelian gauge

theories is the self-interaction of the gauge bosons (gluons in

QCD). Two or more gluons /
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can fora an I * 0 flavorless color singlet particle state. These

are expected to occur at relatively low energies where the coupling

can be strong enough. Asymptotic freedom will lead to a reduction

in coupling strength at the higher energies which would then not be

expected to be sufficient to form glueballs with low masses. Con-

finement is also expected to result in low mass glueballs. Quarks

and glue mix and therefore there are also expected to be mixed

states of quarks and glue accompanying those which are classifiable

as qq or glueballs.

Hadrons like the proton contain a sizeable ^ 1/3 to 1/2 glue

component. Thus differences may arise between hadron-proton, and

e e interactions.

Zichichi has shown (listen to his talk) that if you remove the

leading protons what remains is very similar to e e~ corresponding

to the same energy. His experiments and analysis done at ISR

energies implies that to first order the quark and glue mixture

shaken off from two colliding protons is approximately the same as

that produced in e e annihilation when the energies minus two

proton energies • e e energies. In his talk he stated he was

also searching for the effects of glue interactions.

In this review I will be primarily concerned with u, d, and s

quarks which provide practically all of the cross section connected

with hadronic interactions, other speakers will review the c, and

b quark phenomena.

I should like to point out that QCO was born from the low

energy u, d, s quark hadron spectroscopy and the characteristics of

those particle states. It is still true that detailed and precise

studies of gaps in our knowledge of low energy spectroscopy and

associated studies of the dynamics of the interactions are as

important or in some cases more important as studies of other areas

of hadronic physics at higher energies.

There is no question that the ideas underlying QCD have had

tremendous success in classifying particle states and quantitatively
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explaining many dynamical features of hadronic interactions.

Nevertheless I consider it far from establishing itself as the

ultimate theory some would have us believe it is. Therefore 1

believe it is very important at present to try to understand its

successes, limitations and to the extent they occur failures, in

the low energy region as well as to consider it higher energy

behavior.

It is true that pertubative calculations (which theorists can

do) are not applicable in the low energy resonances domain. Never-

theless some crucial questions such as the existance of glueballs

and multiquark states or quark molecules can probably best b«

attacked only with detailed knowledge of low energy hadron spectro-

scopy and dynamics.

What we learn from these lower energy experiments may drasti-

cally affect our perception of high energy behavior. Furthermore

the really characteristic features of QCD high energy behavior will

probably not clearly exhibit themselves in hadronic interactions

until much higher energies than we have now.

Therefore in this review 1 shall stress the following:

1) Status of quark model classification for conventional u, d, s

quark meson states.

2) Status of multiquark or quark molecule state predictions and

experiments.

3) Glueballs and how to find them.

4) The OZI rule in decay and production and how glueballs night

affect it.

In my second lecture which is entitled "QCD, Unifications and

the Road to Asymptopia" we cake a tour of the "Great Desert" and

present a critique of its validity.

STATUS OF QUARK MODEL CLASSIFICATION FOR qq MESONS

This is an active and productive field and there have been

many reviews of this subject. Therefore in this lecture I shall
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noc review this field in detail but merely review the status of the

classification of mesons. This is essential for my subsequent store

detailed treatment of quark, molecules (baryonium etc.) and glueballs

which are timely and exciting topics which I wish to stress. How-

ever, it should be noted that the systematic precision study of

conventional quark model spectroscopy is not only essential to

allowing us to understand quark molecules and glueballs but may

well reveal unexpected surprises not at present foreseen.

The quark model classification of qq meson states can be done

reasonably with the simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) qq model.

The following relations exist among the usual quantum numbers

for the qq mesons.

J - I + t
P - (-DL + x

c - (-i)L + s

For the SHO ic turns out

M(ass) - constant (2n + L) » NK

where N « (2n + L) - NK

n » radial degree of excitation

K » constant.

The SHO classification of meson nonets takes on a particularly

simple form if one plots L as the y axis and N as the x axis as

shown in Fig. 1. Since the mass depends only on N for a given N

value, all masses are degenerate in the SHO.

As shown in Fig. 1 each qq meson nonet can be classified as

having a particular N and L value. However in general there are

four spin states, the singlet (S » 0) and the three triplet (S - 1)

states which are indicated by arrows on the left side of the box

containing the nonet. In the case of L • 0 there is obviously only

one triplet S state and thus in this case there are only two spin
PC

states. On the right side of the box the J of the nonet is

indicated. Due to the mass degeneracy of the nonet in the SHO the

lateral wicth of the nonet should be zero and the characteristic
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aass should correspond approximately to the mass seal* value asso-

ciated with the particular N value. The mass degeneracy is

obviously removed by differences in quark Basses, interactions due

to exchange of colored gluons which are essentially a magnetic

color spin interaction and other effects which are not considered

in the SHO.

Figure 1 shows the low lying completely established states

from the particle data table in bold print letters and some rea-

sonably supported by the evidence states in light print letters.

One question mark (?) means the state still needs critical confir-

mation. Two question marks (??) means that there is either no or

very questionable evidence for it. It is obvious the L • N • 0, 0

and 1 and the N » L - 1, 2 and 1 (except for the E question)

are well established nonets. Considerable work must still be don*

on other nonets.

Since the discovery of the fourth charmed quark it is obvious

that the basic multiplet is a sixteen-plet of SU(4) of which the

nonet of SU(3) is a subset. To the extent one believes the n and

the F mesons have been established, the SU(4) pseudoscalar meson

sixteen-plet has been observed.

As I have already stated the general treatment of heavier

quark phenomena will be done by other speakers.

Baryon spectroscopy has been successfully treated in the u, d,
2

s quark model. For recent developments, the reader is particularly

referred to the Proceedings of the Baryon 80 Conference.

QUARK MOLECULES
2-2 A 5
q q quark molecules have been treated in the MIT bag. '
The quark diagram for the decay of quark molecule states is:
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Figure 2 Celery Stick. Diagram

Thus essentially fall-apart (or fission) decays as shown in the

above "celery stick" diagram would be expected to be Zweig super

allowed since one does not need to pull another pair of quarks out

of the vacuum. The MIT bag estimates for the mass range of these

states is 650-2350 MeV. The lowest lying mass states would be

crypto-exotic The states are expected to be very broad except

when very little phase space is available such as when one is near

a threshold for the fall-apart decay channel products or if there

is an angular momentum barrier.
5 ++ *

Jaffe predicted the 0 , £ and S mesons with masses t< 1 GeV

were crypto-exor.ic quark molecules. Although both of these mesons

were narrow Jaffe felt this was due to the very little phase space

available near the threshold for the decay mode. We will treat

this subject in more detail later when we discuss the P-matrix of

Jaffe and Low.

Johnson and Thorn considered the higher L and resultant higher
2-'

mass q q" states and used Regge trajectories in the MIT bag. They

concluded chat at higher L the MIT bag becomes effectively deformed

as follows:
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This high L deformed bag can b« referred to as the MIT bone. The

separation of th« quarks from the antiquaries, suppresses the fall-

apart decays. The color characteristics of the diquark and anti-

diquark clusters must be as shown in the diagram 6 coupled wich 6

and 3 coupled with 3 in order to produce color singlets.

3 x 3 - 8 + 1

6 x 5 - 27 + 8 + 1

For the high L states there is no appreciable color state mixing

between the two ends of the bone. Thus for 6 - 5 color coupling

one type of "baryonium" will be expected whereas for 3 - 3 color
7 8

coupling a second type of "baryonium" will be expected.

The formation of the first type of baryonium is shown by the

following diagram:
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•C -7c

T (True) Baryonimn - The 3 - 3 color coupling easily couples to

a qq pair pulled from the vacuum to form color singlets. Thus the

3 - 3 combination couples strongly to BB and Chan and Hogaasen

called this true baryonium. Thus for these states T is expected to

be of typical hadronic width ^ 100 MeV. Since the high L suppresses

meson channels, this type of baryonium was expected to be found in

BB formation experiments.

The second type of baryonium is shown in the following

figure.
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f V

ffr
_ _*>

. A - •

M(Mock) Baryonium - The high angular momentum barrier suppresses

decay to mesons. But color, now also suppresses decay to the BB

channel. Therefore F expected to be ^ 10 MeV. These states were

considered likely to be found in production experiments.
* 9_2 2-7

Also expected were series M q~q -*• Mq q~ + TT, i.e., cascade

decays occur within the series. So discovery of narrow states

T < 20 MeV in BB production including a cascade from higher to
~ 9

lower state excited theorists and even experimentalists.

Let us now look, at the status of the data. First we shall

consider the evidence for the discovery of baryonium, and then the

more recent evidence against these discoveries.

Discovery of Narrow (Mock) Baryonium in Production Experiments

Benkheiri et al. used the CERN 'a spectrometer to study the

reactions: •-•

^"P "•• PPg + f" + P p

with 9 and 12 GeV/c incident pions. P stands for a fast forward

proton which their trigger selected. Their results are shown in
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Fig. 3. They concluded they had observed two narrow peaks, r % 20

in the pp mass spectrum at masses of 2020 and 2200 MeV. These peaks

were more pronounced when they cut on a &° or an N°(1520) and re-

quired a backward angle in the Jackson frame. For these cut data

they concluded that each of these peaks were > 6 standard deviation

effects.

The parameters they fit for each peak were M. - 2020 + 31 MeV,
+20

T * 24 ± 12 MeV, M, « 2204 ± 5 MeV, r_ - 16 Ti MeV.
^ 9 ^ ""•*•" _ _

Evangelista et al. then reported that in a study of PppiT

produced by n p that they observed a statistically significant

(o 'u 6 s.d.) narrow bump (r < 30) in the p̂ pir" at 2950 MeV. Further-
,. — r

more cascade decays to 2020 and 2200 MeV pp peaks at the 3D and 4o

statistical level were also seen.

The results of these two experiments created great excitement

among the theorists and were generally believed to be clear-cut

evidence for baryonium. However, largely1! the'same team repeated :

. - . . / / • '

the experiment which claimed to find the (2950 MeV bump with an order

of magnitude higher statistics and this time found no evidence for

a peak with r ̂  30. They found an upper limit of a-Br » 50 nb when

they expected ^ 300 nb from the prior experiment.

Thus they contradicted the earlier claim for a pp7r narrow peak

at 2950 MeV.

Nevertheless, there was no contradiction of the 2020 and 2204

narrow backward produced pp peaks seen earlier and these were widely

believed to represent excellent evidence for baryonium.

Evidence Against Narrow (Mock) Baryonium Found in Production

Experiments

At the BNL Multiparticle Spectrometer (MPS) two different

experiments were mounted to study baryonium phenomena. The BNL/CMU/
12 +

FNAL/SMU collaboration used 10 GeV/c IT to study

•tf'p -»• PpTT p p

while the BNL/Brandeis/CCNY/SMU/U. Mass collaboration13 used 16 GeV/c
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2000 2200 2400

p p INVARIANT MASS IMfV)

Figure 3 The distribution of the pp invariant

mass with a cos6 < 0 and a 1175 < M(pFir~) < 1300

MeV selection for the sample of the two 9 + 1 2

GeV/c runs.
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The experimental arrangement for the ir~p experiment is shown in

Fig. 4. The MPS and CERN ft setups and trigger conditions were quite

similar however the energy (16 GeV/c) was higher than the CERN

energies (9 and 12 GeV/c).

The 7i p experiment used a quite similar setup and its energy

(10 GeV/c) was in between the two CERN energies.

Fig. 5 shows the result obtained in the 10 GeV/c BNL/CMU/FNAL/
•4* -f" •• 1*1* +

SMU ii p + ii + p + (pp) with a A cut on the IT p since the CERN 52

experiment had shown the most enhanced signals associated with the

A or N(1520). It is obvious that their data histogram shows no

evidence for either the 2020 or the 2204 baryonium peaks. Since it p

is a different channel they have to choose a model to compare with

the CERN Q data. If they assume the baryon exchange diagram is the

dominant process, from the CERN ft data they would have expected to

see the two peaks indicated in the diagram. Their data rejects

these peaks by > 8 sd. If - as they put it •• against all evidence

they assume A exchange dominance they still reject each peak by

three standard deviations.

Fig. 6 shows the result obtained by the BML/Brandeis/CCNY/SMU/

U. Mass collaboration n p experiment. There is no evidence for

either the 2020 or 2204 CERN Q peaks in the pp spectra.

The CERN Q experiment found no energy dependence for the cross

section of these peaks in going from 9 to 12 GeV/c. However in

order to be on the safe side in making the comparison the Brandeis/
-2 5

CCNY/SMU/U. Mass group assumed that aR ^ Pi k (*••«• the common

value). They then estimated what they should have seen in the way

of peaks using the CERN data and this momentum dependence.

The results are shown in Fig. 7 where various cuts made by

CERN to enhance the signal were also made. The dotted peaks

are what one would have expected to see based on the CERN observa-

tions.

The result was no evidence for the peaks and a 5 s.d. deviation

disagreement for each peak when compared to what was expected from
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Figure A BNL MPS Experimental Setup for Tr~p ••>• p ir~ + (p p)
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2.0 2.2 24 2.6
M5p(GeV/c2)

Figure 5 M(pp) from Reference 12 ir p -»• IT + p_ + (pp)
++

with a A cut.
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Figure 6 M(pp ) for the reaction n p + P,JT (p p) measured
s 1 3 t s

with the BNL MPS.
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n

2.0 2.2

- 13 - — -
Figure 7 M(pp) from Chung et al. IT p ^ p_rr + (pp )

10 *
where the various cuts nade by Benkheirl «t al. to

enhance baryoniun signals wer« also made. The dotted

rectangles show the peaks expected from this prior

experinent which were not observed.
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the CERN data. This group puzzled over what could possibly give

non-existent peaks in pp. They determined that if one loosens the
2 + —

X cut requirement sufficiently so that IT TT from the p p«ak are

misidentified as pp in the four-constraint fit one could obtain a

false peak in the pp spectrum with a r ^ 50. Whether this has

anything to do with the CERN ft observation is not clear. But it is

clear that we do not observe their claimed peaks.

Conclusion

Therefore I would conclude that the baryonium peaks seen

in production experiments do not exist.

Baryonium in Formation (NN) Experiments
14

In 1974 a BNL group, Carroll et al. observed a narrow en-
hancement of 18"";: mb in pp and pd a., at a mass - 1932 ± 2 MeV with

+6 tot
a width r • 9 ~ MeV. This became known as the S-meson.

15
It was essentially confirmed (with some differences) by Cha-

loopka et al., Brucker et al., and Sakamoto et al. It became known

as the S-meson which was considered established. It was considered

to be a narrow baryonium state. Recently with newer better experi-

ments the S-meson was found not to exist by Hamilton et al., a

Alston-Garnjost et al., Hamilton et al., c Smith et al., and

Nakamura et al.

Figure 8 shows the earlier evidence for the S-meson and how it

faded with later better experiments. Although it is impossible to

rule out a wide enough shallow resonance it is clear that the narrow

S resonance T < 20 does not exist.

Exotic

A group at the CERN ft using 12 GeV/c K studied the reaction

K p -*• (Apif )n.

They observed a narrow state r £ 15 tteV with a mass - 2.46 GeV and

a statistical significance of 3.5 sd. This state is manifestly

exotic, S • +1, Q - +2. The Glasgow/Birmingham/CERN collaboration

repeated the experiment with 13 GeV/c K
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500 tOO
LAB MOMENTUM (M«Wc)

Figure 8a Data are plotted after subtraction of the

fitted curves a+b/p, and compared to the Brelt-Wigner

curves for the S-resonance contribution claiaed by the
i A 15

previous experiments." '
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KidFigure 8b Annihilation cross section froa the BOMS
experiaent. The quantity Ao refers to the difference

A

of the data and the fit as shown in the figure. There is

iio evidence for the S-meson.
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K p -*• Apir n.

Preliminary results vich greatly increased statistics show no

evidence for the previously reported peak.

Broad Baryonium

There is still some evidence for broad baryonium but it is

far from convincing. There are broad bumps such as T(2190) and

U(2360) seen in

pp -»• IT IT"
o o

•+ TT IT

in a ., a , _. , a , a .. ., „. When analyzed there are
total elastic' cex annihilation.

many wide (r % 200-300 MeV) resonances forming what you might call
19

piles of resonances (see Fig. 9). Recent analyses (for example

Martin and Pennington) and Martin and Morgan differ. The typical

resonance cross section is °u 100 lib.

Conclusions

1. All evidence for narrow (mock) baryonium convincingly

contradicted.

2. Wide (True) baryonium T, U states (and possibly some in

S region) may exist but they are like piles of resonances with

analysis uncertain. Whether they contain wide (True) baryonium

is quite unclear.

Is QCD in Trouble?

By definition - of course not. Although discovery of narrow

baryonium was considered a triumph for color confinement, the usual

second thoughts in the light of recent events not surprisingly finds

reasons for failures.
2-2

Simple duality arguments were originally used to suggest q q

exotics could be produced best via beryoa (i.e. non exotic) exchange,

and would be in backward direction.
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Broad T, U bumps, 2100-2400 JteV

\ , \ \ , 3G3>
 3G5, \

r ;fc 200 M*V

o 'o 100 nb

Li

Figure 9

Broad T, U bumps in che 2100-2400 MeV mass region
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Afcer Che recent experimental contradiction of prior experi-

mental evidence for the narrow baryonium states, color arguments

were used to explain the situation. The two spectator quarks, in

the original B(aryon) are coupled only to the 3 of color, and the

exchanged pair of quarks are similarly coupled, hence 3-3 or T

baryonium can only be produced in the backward direction assuming

color mixing is small in the backward direction.

Jaffe:s recent prescription

> EXOTIC

Hock baryonium is made by exotic exchange in the forward direction.

At first baryonium is made as 3-3 but at low t (i.e. t ̂  0) we

expect 3-3 and 6-6 to mix readily. Therefore H as well as T bary-

onium is made. I wonder if we can believe quark diagrams to this

detail?

Jaffe's 1977 prediction5 of q2q2 states classified the S*(993)

and the 5(976) as cryptoexotic multiquark states.

S*(993) % 1//7 (uu + dd) as

6(976) % udss etc.

The S and 6 decayed into KJC narrow states. Jaffe considered

these as fall-apart decays whose narrow width was due to their lack

of phase space since they are so near the KK threshold. He also

classified the e(700) % uudd as a aultiquark state which explains

its broad TIT decay.
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20
Jaffe and Low in a 1979 paper tried Co crudely correct their

bag model treatment of multiquark states for the fact that the bag

is represented by an infinite potential which is reasonable for

quark model states which do not have the possibility of having a

subi>.'t form a color singlet. This is true for qq states, but is

not true for qqqq states for which the effective potential is not

infinite.

A

S

SUQ-ULPI7S

20
Their P-matrix approach crudely corrects for unconfined singlet

subunits in the MIT bag. The poles of the matrix correspond to

particle states but when related by their procedures to the S-matrix,

this allows non-resonant phase shifts (even those corresponding to

repulsion) to correspond to physical mulciquark states.

Jaffe and Low find evidence for mulciquark states in s-wave

scattering of pseudoscalar mesons. These states correspond to bag

model predictions of Q Q states at 0.69 GeV and 1.04 GeV in the

I - 0 channel, 0.96 GeV in the I - 1/2 channel, at 1.19 GeV in the

I « 3/2 channel and 1.04 GeV in the 1 - 2 channel. The 1 - 2 exotic

state prediction is particularly impressive since the phase shift
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is not only not resonant but even repulsive. In particular the
2-2

t(700) and K(900) q q bag states are justified. The P-matrix pole

positions are cited as evidence for gluon exchange color magnetic

effects.

Quark model eigenstates correspond to poles in the P-matrix

which are related to the S-matrix, and hence become extractable from

the data. This is an interesting development which needs further

classification and development.

It is of course of prime importance to understand whether

multiquark states (or quark molecules) exist, and if so what their

characteristics are.

GLUEBALLS

In Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), photon has no charge and

there are no photon-photon couplings. This lack of coupling between

the gauge bosons is a property of Abelian Gauge Theories.

In Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the gluons carry color and

couple to each other.

^J&ULB-SLSx?^

2
This is a property of non-abelian gauge theory. In QED a(Q )

a
o

1 - -XT
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The rise in coupling constant at large Q~ is due to overcoming

the shielding effect of vacuum.

In QCD
•> i o .

loga(Q2) - (33 - 2 nf) (8-
A equals the mass scale parameter and must be determined experi-

mentally. It is a function of hudron size and from experiments is

of Lhe order of several hundred MeV.

The quark-gluon coupling constant decreases logrythmically as
2

Q increases provided the number of quark flavors is <_ 16. This

effect is called Asymptotic Freedom. One can attribute this effect

to the radiation of color charge by gluons which effectively spreads

out the color charge.
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In QCD the gluon-gluon coupling constant is the sane as the

quark-gluon coupling constant. Thus, it also shows the effects of

Asymptotic Freedom at high energy and becomes strong at low energies.

Non-abelian gauge transformations take two gluon states into three

gluon states and vice versa. Any number of gluons can couple toge-

ther and transform into a different number. Thus it it clear that

low energy multi-gluon phenomena cannot be treated by perturbation

theory methods.

When considering the properties of gluon-gluon interaction,

which become strong as the energy becomes lower, and confinement,

one would almost inescapably expect to find multi-gluon glueball

resonances

at low energies. Strictly speaking there is no gauge invariant

separation into 2g, 3g, etc. due to the self couplings. A gauge
21e

invariant description is possible, nevertheless classification by

number of gluons is physically appealing and probably meaningful.

One should note that the bag model, the quark potential model

and simple confinement arguments and lattice calculations all predict
21 22

glueball resonances. '

Therefore if Glueball resonances are not found it would be

difficult not to conclude QCD is in trouble. On the other hand

discovery of real glueballa would be a great triumph for QCD.

The glueball states are color singlets with I » 0, B » 0 [u,d,

s,c, b - 0]. So they would appear as additional singlets resembling

the 1 = 0 singlet of an SU(3) nonet. These states mix with ordinary

q mesons. Some of the diagrams involved are:
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Estimates of glueball mass are obviously difficult to make.

An order of magnitude estimate of the glueball spectrum can be

obtained using a confined size ^ 1 ferrai and the uncertainty prin-

ciple. From these we obtain

Egluon > /3/R <\» 350 MeV.

So the 2g spectrum is characterized by M £ 700 MeV. The 3g spectrum

is characterized by M £ 1 GeV.

The bag model predicts for glueball masses

M ,
1/4 1.3 GeV J

1/2

Thus the first crude order of magnitude estimate is in agreement

with the estimate from the bag model.

One can use quark potential models to estimate the glueball

mass. The coefficient of the term br which is linear in r is

multiplied by a factor proportional to (charge)". Thus going

from quark-antiquark states to gluon-gluon states the linear term
2

in the potential should be multiplied by a factor of (3/2) .
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Xhus the glueball masses should be the quark model masses

multiplied by a factor of 3/2. Hence allowing for the crudeness of

this approach the ground state masses would be estimated to be

a. 1-2 GeV. The excited states would be estimated to be in the

region of 2-4 GeV.
PC

Thus SU(3) nonets and a glueball with the same J gives a

nonet plus an extra singlet for the glueball.
PC

If the J of the nonet and the glueball are the same we could

experience mixing of the isoscalars in the nonet and the glueball
23 PC —

singlet. Let us now consider 2g glueballs. J " 1 for a

gluon. Thus for 2g glueballs C - +, S » 0,1,2.

j-t + a
All J - J and J~ are allowed. That is to say the only

restricted quantum number is C which is + for 2g glueballs, states
PC X _.!• I _ j. —

with J • (odd) « 1 , 3 , 5 cannot be made from qq.

They are exotic.

Let us now also consider 3g glueballs.

C » ± both occur
3. fa C

C * + given by f , (antisymmetric) g g g

C = - given by d , (symmetric) g g g
(a,b,c =• 1 8) color indices.

PC
All J are allowed. There is a second exotic series

PC +— +— +—
J = (even) » 0 , 2 plus a single exotic

state 0 .

Let us roughly calculate the width of 2g and 3g glueball

states. The OZI suppressed decays of ss pairs such as <|) -*• pir which

decay via three gluons have a r ̂  0 (1 MeV). We would expect a

typical hadronic width has a V a, 0 (100 MeV - 200 MeV). Thus the

OZI suppression factor is typically ^ 100. But in' these cases we

have gone from quarks to glue t3 quarks as shown below.
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Whereas in glueball decay we go only once from glue to quarks, but

2g as well as 3g glueballs could occur.

Thus one could crudely argue the suppression should be /OZI (for

3g glueballs) suppression or /OZI suppression (for 2g glueballs).

Thus we could expect for glueballs r £ 30 ± 10 MeV.

Carlson et al. use perturbation theory calculations to conclude

that J » 0 and J « 1 glueballs are as narrow as a few MeV or less

and the exotics are narrower. There is of course considerable

questions in the use of perturbation theory in decays of resonant

states. Furthermore they have not considered 3g fclueballs and the

2g Z 3g transformations.
PC

Table I shows J values through spins of 3 which are allowed

(/) and forbidden (x) for qq (quark model states), 2g (glueballs)

and 3g (glueballs).

The exotic states are indicated by arrows on the side of the
PC

table. If the arrow has 3g next to it (solid arrows) the J is

exotic in the quark model but allowed only for 3g glueballs which
PC

allow all J combinations. If there is a dotted arrow under the

solid arrow the state is allowed for 2g as well as 3g glueballs.
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TABLE I
Pf

List of states (J ) for quark model and glueballs. / (x) Indicates

allowed (disallowed). 2g (3g) correspond to glueball states formed

from 2 (3) gluons. Solid arrow O ) indicates quark model exotics in

3g states. Dotted arrow (-•) indicates exotics in 2g states.

State qq 2g

•

x

3

/ • . /

• x • /

x / /

/ x • /

• / '

x x •

• / ^

/ x •

/ / V •
+" • • x ' /

•
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One should of course bear in mind that qq, 2g and 3g states

all mix to a certain extent but one can expect based on quark model

classification success and general considerations that to a reason-

able extent these classifications nay hold.

Thus if you find a boson state with 1 * 0 and the other quantum

numbers corresponding to a glueball with a relatively narrow width

it is an excellent candidate for a glueball. If it should turn out
PC

to have an exotic J the argument would be even more compelling.

I would like to point out that in order to get an exotic in meson

states one needs to go from qq to qqqq. On the other hand in glue-

balls the 2g and 3g states can have exotics in a natural way. Thus
PC

one might expect that exotic J combinations may well appear easily

in glueball states.

How do you Make a Glueball Preferentially?
22

One recently suggested way is in investigating radiative
24

decay. Perturbation treatments would indicate that the important

diagram would be:

_

The rationale for this diagram allowing enhanced production of

glueballs is that the y can have variable energy so that the effec

tive mass of the two gluons could sweep over a range of masses and

thus if there is a gg resonance corresponding to a glueball one

would favor forming it. The glueball would of course have to mate-

rialize into two qq mesons. The plot of dN/dE vs. Ey might show
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structure corresponding to glueballs. Another way suggested by the

speaker some tine ago is shown by the diagram.

The 44 system forms a hairpin diagram disjoint from the rest of

the quark line diagram, thus it is OZI suppressed. In the context

of QCO it proceeds via exchange of 2 gluons (if <j><|> is a scalar sys-

tem) or 3 gluons if <p$ is a vector system. The key point is to

have a multi-gluon intermediate state of variable mass so that if

glueball resonances exist they can be produced enhanced relative to

other states. This experiment was performed some tine ago by the

BNL/CCNY collaboration.25>26>27 It was shown that the OZI rule was

patently violated and in fact there was no evidence for OZI suppres-

sion. My explanation for this is the intervention of glueball

resonances. In case of a resonance the coupling can become effec-

tively strong and what we would be looking at is a diagram in which

a glueball is exchanged. This could defeat the OZI rule and thus

we may well have seen the intervention of glueball resonances in

this interaction. I believe this process is taking place and it is

probably an excellent channel in which to find glueballs.

Is the SLAC E a Glueball?

Let me first complete my description of the glueball situation

in the radiative decay of the J/<j> before returning to our ••
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experiment. At EMS 80 Scharre reported on if •*• yE(1420). Forty-
+ x

seven events had been seen in E •*• K K~n in the SLAC MCI1. Fifteen

events had been seen by the crystal ball in E •*• K K~K°.

Is the SLAC E a glueball? There are peculiarities but not

real evidence. The BR for ty -* yE is larger than for other hadrons

with the possible exception of the n'.

In hadronic reaction, E production ia generally relatively

small. However for E •+ KKir the 0(1285) and E production are COB-
PC 11

parable. Huwever SU(3) symmetry arguments for J • 1 where the

E is mostly a singlet and the 0 is Mostly part of the octet would

lead to suppression of the D. So this observation by SLAC may not

be a relevant argument for a glueball. If E is an axial vector

state Scharre concluded it is probably reasonable to call it a qq

in the sane nonet as the D.
P - -

If however, one found J * 0 this qq nonet is now complete so
*

calling the E a glueball would be more plausible.

At the Madison Conference Meshkov analyzed the SLAC E and

concluded that it is very unlikely that it is a glueball. If it is

a glueball he concluded it would be much narrower since they calcu-

lated that 2g J • 0 and J » 1 states are narrow 1-few MeV not the

50 MeV observed. Meshkov's analysis concluded that the "E" is

a standard 1 resonance.

My words of caution would be 2g and 3g couplings exist, and

their behavior is far fron precisely known. Furthermore glueball

theory is in an early phase and perturbative calculations are always

suspect in resonance phenomena. Therefore I would say it is still

too early to make a definite conclusion and experimental work should

be encouraged.

* One must of course be concerned with the possibility of radial

excitation of the 9 nonet.
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The 021 Rule aod the up-- ^ n Experiment

Mow let us return to the ir~p •*• $+n experiment. In order to

appreciate what the unique characteristics of this experiment are a
28

review of the OZI rule should be Made first. Let us start with

the decay of the ^ which was the primary reaction for which the OZI

rule was used. Consider the following three diagrams.

Figure 10a is an example of the so-called continuous quark line

diagram which can always proceed by a series of single gluon ex-

changes and thus is OZI allowed.

The next diagram (Fig. 10b) is the famous disjoint or hairpin

diagram which is OZI forbidden (or suppressed).

In the context of QCD, the disjoint part of the diagram would

have to be bridged by 3 gluons and thus this process can only

proceed by three gluon exchange. This diagram exhibits OZI sup-

pression by a factor of approximately 100.

The three gluon intermediate state has a fixed mass and thus

unless a glueball were sitting right at that mass value the OZI

suppression would not be alleviated by intervention of glueballs.

Similar three gluon intermediate state decays of J/i> show OZI

suppression factors <, 1,000 and the same fixed mass argument applies.

However let us consider the next (Fig. 10c) diagram which

exhibits some of the peculiarities of the OZI rule.

Two OZI allowed steps eliminate the OZI forbidden diagram one

obtains in Fig. 10b. This apparently violates crossing symmetry

and unitarity.

I would like to point out that what is unique here is that we

have converted a process which requires 3 gluon exchange into one

which can go by a continuous series of single gluon exchanges.

This evidently is not allowed, and thus the crossing symmetry

and unitarity arguments made without taking into account this QCD

fact of life are probably only applicable when one does hot change

the nature of a gluon exchange. I view this as an added requirement

due to color confinement. I pointed out that if in Fig. 10c one
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Figure 10a * •* K+K~

Figure 10b } -* p v

(pi

Figure 10c 41 " K+K~ •* p"*V (two steps)
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pulleti che pare of the quark line diagram containing the 4. fur

enough Co the left, one would again obtain the disjointed diagram

of Fig. 10b. In particular you cannot use a final state interaction

as a second step or you defeat the OZI rule. This is true in pro-

duction as well as decay processes.

Consider Fig. lla. If you pull the <+> to the right you get the

hairpin diagram. Fig. lib.

It is obvious that in order to handle this situation phenomeno-

logically a second quark line rule is required. Thus calling the OZI
27

rule (Quark Line Rule Number One), I postulated a second quark

line rule.

Quark line rule #2 - quark lines which start in the initial

state can only be joined together (i.e. annihilate) in the initial

state before they interact wich quark lines (i.e. pull pairs of qq

from the vacuum) in the final state.

This rule says in essence quark-antiquark annihilations of

initial state quark lines can only occur in the initial state. This

quark line rule #2 will prevent single gluon exchange processes from

being transformed into multigluon exchange processes and vice versa.

Quark line rule §2 is essential since a hairpin diagram can always

be changed into a connected diagram by topological displacements

if rule $2 is not used.

The way the OZI rule has been applied we have been implicitly

assuming that as long as we have a quark line connected diagram it

does not cost us any penalty to create a qq pair except perhaps the

change in phase space factors.

As long as we restrict ourselves to uu and dd pairs this is

probably not too bad as a crude approximation. However when we

create an ss pair experiments suggest that we pay a penalty 10-100

(i.e. 10 at Fermilab energies - several hundred GeV) and v 30-100

at AGS and CERN energies (1 20 GeV).

Therefore we can postulate QLR #3 that creating a quark pair
•>9

costs us a penalty" of 10-100 for the first ss pair when there
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A-

i

Figure l l a ir p •* K K~

Figure l i b ir~p -*•
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were originally no strange quarks present. Sinllar penalty factors

would also be expected to apply for creating charmed quarks.

Let us now look at the quark line diagrams relevant to the

BNL/CCNY experiments. Incident n~ mesons of 22.6 GeV/c were used

to study the reactions:

a) TT~P ->• K+K"K+K"n

b ) ir~p •+ ,J.K+lC~n

c) rr p -*- <|><f>n .

Figs. 12a and 12b are rearrangement diagrams that are expected

to have the allowed order of cross section. An explicit check of

the assumption that rearrangement diagrams have the OZI allowed

order of cross section is obtained by comparing ir~p -+• K K~<{>IT p

corresponding to a planar diagram from a CERN experiment at com-

parable energies with the BNL TT~P -* K K""<j>n which corresponds to a

rearrangement diagram. The cross sections obtained for the two

reactions are a ^ .4 pb and a % .3 ub respectively which shows there

is no essential difference in cross section.

Fig. 13 is a scatter plot of the mass of the one K K pair

chosen in a random way on the x-axis versus the mass of the second

K K pair plotted on the y-axis. Thus each event is plotted twice.

An enhancement over background is seen in each of the two <+>

mass bands. An enormous enhancement over background is seen where

the two <j> mass bands cross and appear as a very densely populated

area. When corrections for resolution and double counting are made

the peak intensity in the ijxfi region is approximately 1500 times \the

adjoining background level. This clearly implies that the OZI

suppression is apparently not working since if OZI suppression were

perfect there would be no $<)> events at all and thus no enhancement

in the $<j> region.

To see in more quantitative detail what is happening we plot

(Fig. 14) the maas spectrum of K K pairs from the reaction ir p •*

K K~K K~n. Four K K~ combinations are plotted for each event. In

addition the shaded curve is the mass spectrum of like sign K pairs
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Figure 12a n~p -+ K~K+K~K+n

F i g u r e 12b ir~p •* K~K+<t>n

F i g u r e 1 2 c IT p •* >p<pn
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1.49

1.39

.19

1.09

•Ik

0.99
0.99 1.09 1.19 1.29

MASS (KK) I
1.39 1.49

Figure 13 Scatter plot of K K effective mass for effective masses
2

less than 1.49 GeV/c . Two randomly chosen mass combinations are

plotted for each event. Clear bands of $(1019) are seen with an

enormous enhancement where they overlap (i.e. $<f>).
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120

4>4> REMOVED

1.0 I.I 1.2
M (KK) (GeV/c2)

Figure 14 The effective mass spectrxim of K K pairs after removing

4><J> events. The shaded histogram is the sum of like sign K pairs and

is an indication of background due to multiple combinations.
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whieh gives an indication of the extra background due co multiple

combinations.

A very clear 41 signal is obtained corresponding to a peak to

background ratio of about 4:1. Correction by a factor of two to

allow for multiple combinations gives 8:1. Our mass resolution is

about three times the <j> mass width so the true <j> peak to background

ratio is % 25. Thus we see an enormous enhancement factor ^ 25 at

the (j> mass.

Reaction (c) corresponds to Fig. 12c and is an OZI forbidden

reaction. To study reaction (c) we select events with a K K pair

in the <j> mass band and plot the effective mass of the other K K

pair, and obtain the mass spectra shown in Fig. 15. A huge <j> signal

is seen corresponding to reaction (c). The peak to background ratio

is about 21:1. When corrected for tha resolution the true peak to

background ratio is about 60:1. If the OZI suppression were 100%

no if) signal would be seen in Fig. 2.

We therefore have the unusual situation that the forbidden

reaction (c) produces a higher <p enhancement over K K background

than the allowed reaction (b), although equal enhancements cannot

be ruled out because of the possible contamination of the data with

pp pairs.

Figure 16 shows the mass spectra for the effective masses
+ - 25

(ij>K K. ) and .f>4> for our published spectrum of % 100 cf><j> events. It

is clear that the (JJK K mass spectrum shows a broad distribution

which occupies most of the available phase space while the <jxj> mass

spectrum has a Low effective mass peak and is restricted to rela-

tively low energies. Thus the 44 spectrum has a distinctly dif-

ferent character than the $K K~. Furthermore there is some indica-

tion (say ^ 2.5 sd) that there may possibly be some structure in the

neighborhood of 2.4 GeV.
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ir"p -K*K~K*K
K*K~ EFFECTIVE MASS WITH
AT LEAST ONE <j> PRESENT

ru
0.99 1.09 1.19

M(K*K") (G«V/c2)

Figure 15 The effective mass of each K K pair for which the

other pair was in the £ mass band.
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n

—
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•—

1

2.0 3.0 4.0
MASS (4K) (GeV/c2)

5.0

Figure 16 (a) Effective mass spectrum (corrected for acceptance)

of the [<f>K+K~] system where the K K~ does not lie in

the ? band.

(b) <J><j> effective mass spectrum (corrected for accep-

tance) .
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If we integrate the two spectra we get a ratio of reaction c

Co reaction b of less than ten which is the typical value for reson-

ance to background ratios in allowed reactions.

Thus we had clear evidence that there is no OZI suppression

(perhaps even an enhancement) in our K K effective mass studies

and we find even in comparing total cross sections we are consistent

with normal resonance behavior for the second K K pair (after the

first has made a <J>) with no evidence for OZI suppression for crea-

tion of a second 9. Hence we conclude that OZI suppression is

absent in these processes.

Therefore we shall proceed to try and treat the observations
30

from the point of view of the isobar model which we proposed

over 2 decades ago. The isobar model never heard of OZI suppression

and ignores it. We will shortly find quantitative agreement of the

observations with these isobar model calculations. The agreement

will depend on final state K K~ resonant interactions built into

the isobar model treatment. 1 showed earlier in this paper that

such final state interactions completely defeat the OZI rule and

thus we will show that the OZI rule is inoperative in these reac-

tions.

Let us now calculate the enhancement factor expected from the

point of view of the isobar model where the <{> isobar formation pro-

bability is related to the K K~ resonant scattering to form a if>.

We consider the <j> as an L » 1, T * 0 resonance of the K K

scattering which decays back into K K with a branching ratio of

.47 and into K°K° with a BR of .35. OFF resonance we assume the

K K scattering cross section is estimable by using the additive

quark model (AQM) to determine o(K+K") % 2/3 a(K-N) % 8mb (non-

resonance) . The maximum cross section for K K~ scattering at the

resonance can then be estimated to be:

* For example see C. Baltay et al., Phye. Rev. Letts. 40, 87 (1978)

find that <u production accounts for about 52

in the reaction IT p •*• A T Tr""ir° at 15 GeV/c.

find that oi production accounts for about 52 of the IT IT ir spectrum
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0 £ 12>T* x l/2x. Inelasticity x eff. BR Ri 200 mb

t factor

T » 0

The estimated enhancement factor at peak «

200 mb (peak resonant cross section) *, 25
8 mb (non-resonant cross section)

Thus we predict an enhancement factor over background % 25 for the

4> peak over background.

This is what we find for the first <t>. For the second <l> using

the isobar model we would expect the same and as stated observe

% 60. This treatment from the isobar model viewpoint has no 0Z1

suppression in it and thus the fact that the enhancement found for

the second <j> peak is if anything greater than the first, but at

least comparable and thus in general agreement with the isobar

model, shows clearly that the 021 suppression is effectively absent.

My explanation for this complete failure of the 0ZI suppression

is the following:

In an 0ZI forbidden reaction the intermediate state is a collec-

tion of gluons. If a variable mass of this intermediate state is

allowed by the reaction (as in 44) and some part of the mass region

covers existing glueball resonances, the resonances may lead to

effectively strong coupling and the 0ZI rule may be defeated. In

essence we would be looking at a diagram where exchange of glueballs

would occur. This is obviously a very good way to look for glueballs

and the complete failure of the 0ZI rule and different shape of the

4>t> and $K K effective mass spectra indicates that we may well have

seen them in this reaction.

Fig. 17 shows the observed 4><f> spectrum with the additional

(unpublished) events we have obtained by further analysis. Appro-

ximately 170 .pip events are plotted in 20 MeV mass bins which is

% our full width half maximum resolution. This spectrum may well

contain glueballs. Although there are some indications (not statis-

tically significant) of possible structure, it is clear we need more

statistics, to form a definite conclusion.
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GLUEBALLS ???

I 1 nun ' ' '

Figure 17 Observed it̂  mass spectrum for the final sample

% 170 <H events.
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We are preparing for a new experiment with MPS II whose drift

chambers replace the present spark chambers. We should obtain 20

times more statistics and thus gather <\, 3,000-4,000 ^ events in

IT p -1- 4,4m. We believe this number will allow significant observa-

tion of possible structure in the spectrum and also an effective

partial wave analysis. Therefore we hope to be able to demonstrate

the existence of glueballs.

Conclusions:

1. The Quark Model classification for conventional (u,d,s)

qq meson states explains the nonet classifications and the general

characteristics of such states.

2. The evidence for narrow (mock) baryonium has been contra-

dicted convincingly and therefore if it exists it is yet to be

discovered.

3. There is no convincing evidence for wide (true) baryonium.

4. Jaffe's low energy qqqq states have been made more plausible

by the P-matrix treatment, but alternatives exist and therefore a

resolution of this question has not been accomplished.

5. The discovery of glueballs is a high priority item for QCD

which is a non-abelian gauge theory with the assumption of color

confinement. If there are no glueballs serious questions as to the

validity of QCD will be raised. If real glueballs are discovered,

it will be a great triumph for QCD.

6. I believe the failure of the 0ZI rule in *~p •+ <Wn is most

logically explained if it is attributed to the intervention of

glueballs. Thus the effects of glueballs may already have been seen

and they may soon be discovered in this channel.

7. One should note that QCD was born from low energy hadron

spectroscopy and further precision studies in this area are essential

for either establishing QCD or discovering its limitations and

failures.

3. In particular it is important to determine the following:

I. Whether glueballs exist or not. If they do exist,

what their properties are.
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II. Whether multiquark or quark molecule states exist

or not. If they do exist, what their properties are.

III. Obtain precision studies of conventional low energy

hadron spectroscopy, since these are:

1. Necessary to determine I and II above;

2. Precision studies are an excellent way to deter-

mine our degree of understanding of low energy or soft QCD.

Since perturbation theory calculations cannot be justified

for low energy QCD, experimental investigations are essential to

determine its characteristics. Furthermore unforeseen "surprises"

might lead to drastic modifications of our present ideas on Quantum

Chromodynamics.

9. Finally, the energy region where perturbative QCD effects

become clear cut enough and dominant enough to clearly justify the

theory is likely to exceed energies presently available.

Furthermore, the combination of asymptotic freedom and the

gluon-gluon self coupling (both features of non-abelian gauge theory)

imply that gluon jets will be likely be soft regardless of the

initiating energy and an understanding or at least knowledge of the

characteristics of soft hadronic physics will be necessary to even

understand the high energy phenomena of gluon jets.
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DISCUSSIONS OF LECTURE I

Chairman: Prof. S.J. Lindenbaum

Brookhaven National Laboratory and City College of

New York

Scientific Secretary: Carol Langensiepen

- M. White:

This morning you promised a better description of your

detector.

- Lindenbaum:

The MPS (Multiparticle Spectroaeter Facility) which our group

built and operates is the Laboratory's major spectroaeter facility.

It provides the AGS user community with a large aperature spectro-

meter for the electronic detector hydronic physics programs at AGS.

A schematic layout of the spcctroaeter as used in the n p baryonium

experiment is shown in Fig. of Lecture I. The spectroaeter is

built around a 700 ton C-magnet with a large field volume 1.8 a

wide by 4.0 m along the beam direction, and a 1.2 a gap between the

poles. The magnet is filled with a set of wire spark chambers

giving a good multiparticle handling capability for particle tra-

jectory detection. It also includes a number of proportional

chambers and counter hodoscopes and highly selective electronic

logic to generate a desired trigger. A liquid hydrogen target

placed in this magnet gap and surrounded with a set of target area



detectors. Two main assemblies have been used (1) arrays of planar

' spark chambers; (2) a series of cylindrical spark chambers con-

centric with the beam axis. A large solid angle coverage for the

reaction can be obtained for an investigation of complex aultiparti-

cle final states. The main spectrometer is followed by a set of

large spark chambers, scintillation counter hodoscopes and Cerenkov

counter hodoscopes for improved momentum resolution and particle

identification of those particles which emerge from the MPS magnet.

In addition to the basic detectors, the MPS is outfitted with

special electronics for trigger logic (RAM), detector readout elec-

tronics, data acquisition and recording devices and a PDP KL10 for

on-line equipment monitoring and data analysis.

Our group was the first to develop and use the concept of the

on-line computer technique and it is this technique which allows us

to use highly complicated electronic detector systems with greater

reliability and accuracy than the simpler systems which preceeded

this era.

In fact the on-line computer technique has led to a degree of

reliability in understanding and interpreting equipment behavior

where in my opinion the major errors are not associated with equip-

ment behavior but in analysis failure and the careless use of and

correction for cuts.

Some of these cuts are apparatus and trigger introduced cuts

and some are done in the analysis. It is most important that very

good Monte Carlo techniques are used for correction of the effects

of cuts. The indiscriminate use of cuts to bring signals out of

; the background has the inherent danger that a part of the data which

: has suffered from a systematic error, analysis error or even a sta-

i tistical fluctuation will by sufficient after-the-fact cutting be

. • made to appear like a significant peak or other physical effect when

in reality it is not.



The MPS is, at present, serviced by two beams; a medium energy

separated beam with a maximum momenta of 10 GeV/c. K separation

can be obtained up to 6 GeV/c and p separation up to 10 GeV/c. The

main beam is a high intensity unseparated beam with a maximum momen-

tum of 28.5 GeV/c. There is an incident beam spectrometer which

measures space location and directions of individual particles and

their momenta. A series of threshold Cerenkov counters identifies

the incident particles. At present there are 48 main spark chambers

placed in the magnet gap downstream of the target. They are grouped

in 8 each of two types of modules, one type being made up of one X,

one U, one V, and one X measuring chambers where U and V are ±15"

from the X coordinate, and the other of two Y's. As they are in-

stalled in a modular form, the configuration can be altered with

relative ease. Both high voltage and ground planes are read out by

roagnetostrictive lines to give better readout accuracy. The sealer

system which encodes these readouts can handle up to 15 sparks for

each readout.

The resolving time of the spark chamber system is ^ 2psec. This

limits the maximum beam flux to 2 x 10 particles/pulse - a pulse

occurs about every two seconds at the AGS. The dead tine of the

system for clean operation is 30 msec, thus creating 50Z dead time

with 15 triggers per AGS pulse. 3 x 10 particles per AGS pulse

incident on a 60 cm long hydrogen target, yields an attainable sensi-

tivity of 0.5 events/nb/hour. The momentum resolution of the forward

detector system is typically £ 12. The angular resolution is typi-

cally i> 1/2 mr. The effective mass resolution is well understood

from many experimental measurements, and well-tested and experimen-

tally checked Monte Carlo techniques are used to estimate it in the

precise case needed. For example in the BNL/CCNY baryonium experi-

ment which I discussed this morning, the effective pp mass resolution

is < 7 MeV for the 2020 peak, < 11 MeV for the 2200 peak.

The MPS has been used by a number of different user groups and

consistent well-understood results were obtained.



- White:

As a result of the new pp analysis presented last night, 1

would like to know what relevance this night have for new accelera-

tors and for example HERA.

- Lindenbaum:

I'm interpreting Zichichi's main points: A lot of effort has
•f _

gone into QCD calculations for e e annihilations which has led to

satisfactory theoretical predictions which agree with experiments.

When physicists have tried the same thing with pp machines, they

have not found agreement. That proves 1 of 2 things: a) there is

no way to correlate the two, in that case it wouldn't matter what

they did - it would just say they didn't understand the problem; or

b) the way they're used to thinking in their calculations is in terms

of the amount of energy which is made available in the cm system and

they calculate that way. So what Zichichi says is: - lets try the

same approach with pp machines and imagine two p's collide - they

are two systems of quarks - they have a sea, and a big glue component

also. As a result of this collision, as I see it, there is a kind

of bremsstrahlung interaction, which deposits a certain amount of

energy, more or less statistically distributed. In any interaction

the proton on the left could have 50% of the energy initially on

this side and 50% radiated into glue, quarks, etc., on the right

side the proton could retain 90% of the energy and radiate 10%. On

average, however, in lots of events, there is not real correlation

between the sides which won't "wash out" statistically. So he found

(to % 20% accuracy); he indeed had the aane quantities as calculated

in e e . He found that if he took the total energy of the initial

proton and subtracted the remaining energy in the leading proton,

removed the leading proton and called twice the remaining energy -

E hadrons, and then compared the characteristics of what was left in

the interaction with the characteristics of e e~ annihilations with

the total energy * E hadrons the results agreed quite well (to with-

in 20%) with those obtained in e e accelerators.



When the fast protons collide I think on* gets blobs of gluonic

and quark matter shaken off which arc obviously not in statistical

equilibrium. However when an e e~ annihilation takes place I believe

blobs of quarks and gluonic (perhaps less than in pp) matter come

out also in a state that is far from statistical equilibrium.

He demonstrated he could have found a lot of things if he had

thought of this earlier. I think that this implies, that to first

order, what is shaken off from a moving p is similar to that which
4. _

happens in an e e annihilation from which you spew out things. None

of the theorists have done precisely that so far, to my knowledge;

so if that is true, you are going to get much closer to a comparison

— not an exact comparison though, as he himself states. But as far

as its relevance to pp and ep machines etc. - I think that one has

to discard the old ideas of statistical models, that started with

Fermi's idea that you have an equilibrium volume - you don't get

that; and I think you don't necessarily get it in an e e annihila-

tion - for example the angular distribution remembers the virtual y.

In the end, one gets "blobs" of gluonic and quark matter coming

out, and I don't think they're in statistical equilibrium in either

the e e or p-p cases. To understand what's happening — once you

have a proton it's just a physical proton. Once it's moving in the

lab by the time you detect it, either at ISR or some new accelerator

— it tells you nothing about what has happened with this stuff that

was shaken off. So Zichichi's point was to remove the proton. To

first order, I believe it does have relevance, but exactly how far

you can push it will depend on how things develop. The thing that

made calculating for e e~ machines attractive to the theorists was

they didn't have to worry about this kind of calculation because the

e e annihilate - similarly with a pp collider which led to an anni-

hilation they would be happy because the total system energy goes

into the annihilation. However the annihilation cross section for

p-p would be small at high energies. To the extent you don't have

annihilation there would be the same problem because you still have



leading protons or antiprotons. The same thing would be true in

principle for an ep machine. There of course, you would expect to

find an electron as one of the leading particles and a proton as a

second. If you removed the leading particle I would expect the sane

kind of argument night hold, but perhaps not as well as in the p-p

case.

- Peck:

Can you discuss in context of glueballs, oniura decays?

- Lindenbaum:

How do you find a glueball? How do you make a glueball pre-

ferentially? If they were easy to find you would have found them

already. The key is, how do you make it stand out? The glueballs

are normally weakly coupled compared to the hadronic interactions,

so one must get into a region where they're enhanced. Standard

explanation of how you get the narrow width for the J/i|> used to be

(before QCD) that you had a disjoint quark line diagram, a hairpin

where the cc in the J/tp annihilated and then ordinary quarks appear-

ed from the vacuum. As Zweig pointed out this wasn't allowed (more

precisely strongly suppressed) and this led to a narrow width. In

the context of QCD one is saying we don't have a continuous flow of

quark lines, i.e., a continuous flow of color. Apparently it's

easier if you have a moving quark, to pull another pair of quarks

out of the vacuum - that's an experimental fact. QCD would classify

these processes as all proceeding via a continuous series of one

gluon exchange and therefore they would be expected to be the most

highly allowed. It is especially easy if the quark is of the same

type. If you do not have a moving quark then the process has to go

via 2-3 gluon exchange. In the case of the vector mesons (which

would be the case in e e machines, e.g. SLAC, PETRA) you have nor-

mally 3 gluon exchange. One gluon exchange can't occur because it

has color; 2 will never give the vactor and other characteristics

you need to simulate a photon, ao it's 3. Multi-gluon exchange is

suppressed due to the snail effective coupling constant. That is

essentially the physical content of the OZI rule.



But if you look at the radiative decays, the 7 takes the place

of 1 gluon, and you can expect to get 2-gluon decays. In fact, in

looking at radiative decays with various branching ratios at SLAC,

(Scharre made the point that the y2g diagram (see Fig. of paper)

was the diagram that dominated the radiative decays, which is more

or less what you would expect from a theoretical calculation.

Quoting Donahue's paper, the suggestion is that if you look at these

radiative decays, you could plot number of events vs. the y-ray

energy and if 2 gluons were to resonate and form a glueball, you

would get some structure there, like possibly the SLAC E. You might

pick it up in that channel, and of course the radiative decays arc

way down, but you would enhance the glueball resonance relative to

anything else. The key r.< ""he argument is if you think of glueballs

as ir's. If you scatter 2 IT'S you get the big p resonance when you

hit the right energy. You have to allow these 2 gluona to have a

variable mass if you are going to make a glueball (assuming there's

a resonance somewhere). When you start from a fixed mass like J/i|>

and just decay into ordinary quarks, if you're off resonance you

don't go to gluons just to ordinary quarks. This is my way of

looking at this - if you let the y take up the energy, the 2 gluons

can go over a range of effective masses and if there is a resonance,

they will form a glueball. So that is why you might expect to find

a glueball in the radiative decays at e e machines.

There is another way that occurred to me some years ago. In

hadronic reactions you have the famous OZI forbidden reactions,

where if a IT interacts with a p you need 3-gluon exchange for the

process i p -» (Q (quark line diagram shown - see paper) and this

gave a suppression factor of the order of 100 - so-called OZI for-

bidden. If you look at it from the QCD point of view, if you make

2,|)ls (this is an experiment we did some years ago) then again you

have a variable mass system for the glue and in principle, if you

had a gluonic resonance, it would show up in the <))<)> system, because

the $$ could have any maas from the threshold of about 2 GeV to



your kinematic limit. You would need 2 or 3 gluons in this case,

depending on whether 44 was effectively a scalar or vector system.

I should point out that I noticed that a hairpin diagram can

always be fransformed into a connected diagram by pushing the hair-

pin so that it hooks into the rest of the diagram. This is equiva-

lent to replacing an OZI forbidden diagram with a two-step process

each step at which can proceed by an OZI allowed process. Thus an

OZI forbidden diagram can always be circumvented by a two-step pro-

cess each of which is OZI allowed.

Therefore in 1977 in order to make a consistent set of OZI

rules I postulated the following set of rules.

1) Old OZI rule.

2) Initial state quarks can't annihilate in final state; i.e.

cannot have final state interactions.

3) If you make new type of quarks, even with flow of color,

may have to pay penalty factor (Lipkins rule).

The trouble with rule (2) is chat it violates crossing symmetry

and unitarity, yet seems to be true. However since the OZI rules

are modelistic, one obviously cannot draw the conclusion that basic

principles such as crossing symmetry and unitarity are violated.

But it is a fact, if you apply unitarity and crossing symmetry cor-

rections to the OZI diagram, the whole rule seems to disappear.

Our point in this experiment was to check the OZI rule in a

system different from the $ where it was discovered, i.e. in a $<\>

system where the mass can be variable and see if it isn't something

special for a fixed mass, e.g. it had been checked in decays where

the fixed mass was the J/>, T, etc. We found immediately that not

only was the OZI rule not working, but I went back over twenty years

and picked up our old isobar model, which never heard of OZI, and

applied it here and it worked beautifully. It was applied in looking

for a resonance between each pair of K K~ (diagram shown) and worked

quantitatively. According to OZI, if you make one <)> and a K K pair,

that's a connected diagram, and you should hardly see the second >p;



it's suppressed by a factor of 100. We found the second i made with

a factor of 60 ov«r tha background wharaaa tha first • waa only mads

with factor of 25. Whan I uaad tha old Isobar Modal of 20 yaars ago,

I got quantitativa answers in agreement with what wa measured. So

clearly the OZI rule is patently violated. I don't want to say wa

discovered glueballs - although we do have •»• 200 44 events and "* 2.5a

bump in the <H mass spectrum. But it is safe to say - OZI completely

violated and the most rational explanation is the intervention of

glueball resonances.

- Zichichi:

I'm not following. Do you see the M system? And what is 60

tines more?

- Lindenbaum:

I'll have to show you the transparency: - The experiment we

did is

ir'p •* K~K+K~K+n at 23 GeV/c

or $K+K~n

or <pn.

These first two are connected diagrams - the last one is discon-

nected. Take the mass of a K K~ (there is double counting because

of combinational problems) for one pair and then the other, and plot

them on the x and y axes. We see enhancement in bands around + here

and have a factor of 4-5. Whan we correct for counting too many

combinations and 14 MeV resolution of apparatus it becomes 25. Thus

if you project out K K~ effective mass whan you get to tha + mass

we get a factor of 25 over background. There is nothing wrong with

that, it doesn't violate OZI. But whan you gat to the point where

it is W , where both K K paira have • •ssa, one would expect very

little to happen, due to OZI suppression. In fact, we get enhance-

ment by a factor of ^ 60. An enormous factor - that's why I say tha

old isobar model worked. Of course, we did not identify p or p. We

determined that we did not have IT'S, but that could include K's as

well as p and p so there could be a factor of 2 (being very



conservative) p, p contamination, so 60 is consistent with 25,

because selection of the first <p cleans up the sample, and enriches

it.

- Zichichi:

Would the p confusion produce +'»?

- Lindenbaum:

No, there is no resonance of the contamination which would

simulate the observed 4>. I'm talking about the enhancement factor -

I'm saying it may be 25 in both cases rather than 25 and 60.

I did a calculation assuming one scatters K K against each

other and I used the additive quark model rule to relate K-N to K K

scattering. I then can figure out the enhancement you should get -

it came out - the same number as observed. There is absolutely no

OZI suppression here. Although we spoke about them, our published

letters did not mention glueballs because we did not wish to en-

courage the bandwagon effect. We are rebuilding MPS I to become

MFS II with drift chambers which will lead to a factor of 20 increase

in <J>4> data rate. We should get £ 4,000 «$$ events in ^ month.

- Zichichi:

But we know the OZI rule is valid in that it gives reduction,

measured 15 years ago in n p the production of <p.

- Lindenbaum:

Still true, $ has one fixed mass and if you are not on a glue-

ball resonance, the cross section would still be down. But if we

are in a region of glueball resonances, then we could be dealing with

something like an exchange phenomenon and the <J>$ cross section could

be enhanced. No-One knows how to calculate - when a resonance occurs,

so the arguments that the coupling is weak aren't necessarily rele-

vant. In any event the whole hadronic spectrum is suppressed, so

even if coupling is weak it will be enhanced in the neighborhood of

glueball. (Even the R ratio becomes bigger near J/ij/ resonance.)

- Perez:

Did you look at the mass of the 4K's?



- Lindenbaum:

We didn't publish the spectrum because too much pp contamination

could change its shape. The reaction it p •+ $$n does not suffer from

background contamination - since we get enhancement of 60 there is

no way background or pp could be nore than a few percent.

As you can see from this $$ effective mess plot there is some

indication of possible structure perhaps t 2.5 standard deviations

at £ 2.4 GeV. However it is obvious we need considerably more sta-

tistics to conclude anything.

No-one has even seen ^a exclusive reactions - when we have

4,000 events we will be getting into a precision area in this spec-

troscopy that has never been reached before. This ^ spectrum is

certainly different from K K~ (see appropriate figures in paper).

- Sakurai:

Where is the kinematic limit on <j»j> production?

- Lindenbaun:

About 6 GeV.

- Sakurai:

Really stops there? (I.e. referring to low energy peak.) •'

- Lindenbaum:

Yes, a major original purpose of this experiment was to find

the n . The argument was that the n might be observable in this

channel since the normal hadronic background would be Zweig suppres-

sed. Of course our acceptance is dropping rapidly as the <p<p mass

increases but what I showed you is an acceptance corrected >>+ spec-

trum. From the curve it follows we have enough visible sensitivity

in this experiment to have seen one event in $<j> at about 3.1 GeV/c.

The visible sensitivity is such that one event in the spectrum

corresponds to a o*B (i p + n n) of % 0.5 nb. I think we may see it

C ,*
when we do the 2Ox more data experiment. There is an advantage in

this experiment in finding n • You recall how they determined the

parity of it by observing two pairs of electrons/positrons and



measuring the angle between the planes? If you do the calculation

for this, it is identical where the 2(e e ) pairs are replaced by

the 2(K K~) pairs. So if we get several thousand events in the new

experiment and recall that we did have something near the n mass

but called it background, we may detect n in this new expert—nt.

Then we nay be able to show it to be pseudoscalar, aa for the ir .

- Zichichi;

When you pick up a <j>, how many events do you have without K's?

Zero events? I cannot believe it.

- Lindenbaum:

Without K's?

- Zichichi:

With TF'S.

- Lindenbaua:

Well w« trigger on 3 K's so w* oaks a missing mass fit to

TT p -*• K K K K~n, thus the number of events without K's is very saall.

We have to worry about the p's more.


